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ABSTRACT: Feed intake from 520 Duroc pigs distributed 
in pens of 10 animals was registered to obtain both daily 
Individual Feed Intake (IFI) and daily Pen average Feed 
Intake (PaFI). Correlation coefficients between Breeding 
Value (BV) predictions from PaFI and IFI records were 
computed with two models, including or not the pen effect. 
We observed a correlation of 0.40 between PaFI and IFI 
BV predictions of animals with data; thus, PaFI records do 
not allow obtaining the same ranking of animals as that 
obtained when IFI records are available. It was not possible 
to associate correlations between BV predictions by batches 
to average genetic relatedness among individuals within 
and across pens in the batches. The correlations between 
rankings obtained from IFI and PaFI from the model with-
out pen effect were comparable to those reported in other 
species. 
Keywords: pigs; feed intake; pen records; breeding value 
prediction 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Feed efficiency traits, such as feed conversion ra-
tio (FCR) or residual feed intake (RFI), are the most eco-
nomically relevant traits in pig production; thus, they have 
received major attention in breeding programs. However, 
direct consideration of such traits implies individual feed 
intake (IFI) recording of animals housed in groups, and 
ideally under similar conditions of commercial herds be-
cause of a potential genotype by environment interaction 
effects. This is a challenging task that requires expensive 
automatic devices, capable of identifying each animal in the 
group and measuring the amount of feed consumed individ-
ually. Because of their cost, usually those devices can only 
be used for part of the selection candidates. Pen average 
Feed Intake (PaFI) records could be useful for predicting 
breeding values for IFI. Olson et al. (2006) proposed mod-
els to use grouping records for predicting breeding values 
of individuals in the group. These models have been applied 
to egg production and weight in hens (Biscarini et al. 
(2008)), and FI in beef cattle (Cooper et al. (2010)). Recent-
ly, the proposed models have been evaluated under situa-
tions where data are generated with social interactions 
(Peeters et al. (2013)). However, to our knowledge, none of 
them has been applied to pig FI data. The capability of 
grouped data to retrieve individual breeding value (BV) 
predictions would be possible as long as familiar relation-
ship can be traced through groups. Thus, the objective of 
the present study was to assess the value of PaFI records for 

predicting IFI breeding values, and try to elucidate how the 
quality of  this prediction is conditioned to across and with-
in pen genetic relatedness between animals. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
Animals and Data. Data were registered in a Du-

roc population selected as maternal line, and used in the 
commercial crossbreeding scheme of Selección Batallé S.A. 
(http://www.batalle.com/en/node/96). A total of 520 ani-
mals belonging to 6 batches, from 2008 until 2013, were 
considered in this study. These animals were housed in 52 
different pens (10 animals per pen) during the whole grow-
ing period. Feed intake was recorded using IVOG® feeding 
stations (Insentec, Markenesse, the Netherland); each visit 
to the feeder was validated according to the decision tree 
proposed by Eissen et al. (1998), and then daily visits were 
added to get individual daily feed intake records. When a 
visit to the feeder resulted invalid, then all daily visits for 
that particular animal were discarded, and daily feed intake 
was afterward predicted using a four-coefficient animal 
nested Legendre random regression model. A second data 
set was created averaging within pen-day IFI to create PaFI 
records. Table 1 shows basic descriptive statistics for both 
data sets. Relationship matrix between animals was com-
puted using the program inbupg90 (Aguilar and Misztal 
(2008)), for each animal the average of its relationship 
coefficients with pen and batch mates were computed. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean SD Min Max N 
IFI (kg) 2.22 0.65 0.0 5.6 33650 

PaFI (kg) 2.22 0.48 0.82 3.6 3365 
IFI, Individual feed intake. PaFI, Pen average Feed intake 
 

 
Statistical models. IFI records were fitted with the 

following model: 
 

𝐼𝐹𝐼!"#$ = 𝐵! + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒!" + 𝑔! + 𝑎! + 𝑝! + 𝑒!"#$ 
 

𝐼𝐹𝐼!"#$ is the IFI of the ith animal, in the jth day, from the nth 
batch and in the kth pen; it is explained by the batch effect 
(𝐵!), the covariate age of the individual, the random effect 
of pen (𝑔!), the permanent environmental effect (𝑝!), the 
additive genetic effect (𝑎!), and the residual term. 
 
 



PaFI measurements were fitted with the model: 
 

𝑃𝑎𝐹𝐼!"# = 𝐵! + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒!" + 𝑔! + 0.1 ∗ 𝑎!

!"

!!!

+ 0.1 ∗ 𝑝!

!"

!!!

+ 𝑒!"#  

 
being 𝑃𝑎𝐹𝐼!"#   the PaFI of the kth pen, in the jth day, from 
the nth batch; it is explained by the batch effect (𝐵!), the 
covariate average age of the pen (𝑎𝑔𝑒!"), the random effect 
of the pen (𝑔!), the average of individual permanent envi-
ronmental effects of animals in the pen ( 0.1 ∗ 𝑝!!"

!!! ), the 
average of additive genetic effects of the animals in the pen 
( 0.1 ∗ 𝑎!!"

!!! ), and the residual term. Pen effects could be 
partially confounded with the sum of permanent effects in a 
pen, thus analyses were repeated with a model which did 
not included the pen effect (𝑔!). 
 

Variance component estimates and breeding value 
predictions for both models were obtained using remlf90 
program (Misztal et al. (2002)), which implements an EM-
REML algorithm.  

 
The capability of PaFI data for predicting BV on 

IFI was evaluated on the basis of Pearson correlation coef-
ficients between BV obtained from the two described mod-
els.  
 

Results and Discussion 
 

Population Structure. Table 2 shows within-
batch (C-1, C-2, L, IF-1, IF-2 and IF-3) averages and stand-
ard deviations of the individual relationships with their pen 
mates and their batch mates, excluding pen mates. No rele-
vant average differences were observed between individual 
relationships across batches, in spite that for IF-1, IF-2 and 
IF-3 batches pen design was done ensuring relatedness 
within and across pens. In these batches pen sizes were 
higher than 10; so, for the analysis, part of the animals in 
the pens were discarded at random. Therefore the final 
relatedness within and across pens in these three batches 
would be similar to that in C-1, C-2 and L batches. These 
last batches were groups of around 100 related animals 
randomly distributed by pens. The slight differences in 
mean relatedness across batches can be explained by the 
fact that we are analyzing data from a 5 year period of a 
population under selection. 

 
Table 2. Average and dispersion of relationship coeffi-
cients. 

Batch Mean(SD)-pen Mean(SD)-batch 
C-1 0.12(0.05) 0.10(0.02) 
C-2 0.13(0.05) 0.12(0.03) 
L 0.15(0.05) 0.13(0.03) 

IFE-1 0.17(0.05) 0.11(0.01) 

IF-2 0.18(0.04) 0.12(0.01) 
IF-3 0.17(0.04) 0.14(0.02) 

Within-batch average and standard deviation for relation-
ship coefficients of each animal with its pen mates and with 
its batch mates (excluding pen mates) 

 
Variance Components. Table 3 shows variance 

component estimates for IFI and PaFI, with the two consid-
ered models (with and without pen effect). Convergence 
was reached more easily for the model without pen effect. 
From this model it was clearly observed a reduction in the 
phenotypic variance when PaFI records were used. Howev-
er, the genetic variance for both trait definitions was nearly 
the same (0.3). As a consequence, the heritability was 
slightly higher when PaFI records were used. For the model 
without pen effect, the relative importance of permanent 
and residual effects was shifted between trait definitions. 
With respect to IFI, PaFI residual variance was reduced 
while permanent variance was increased. With regard to IFI 
heritability estimates, the estimated values were within the 
rank of previously reported values (Schnyder et al. (2001)), 
but lower than estimates obtained by Gilbert et al. (2007) 
for daily average IFI across all the fattening period (0.25). 

 
Table 3. Variance Component Estimates 

 Pen effect NO Pen effect 
 IFI PaFI IFI PaFI 

𝜎!! 0.034 0.028 0.029 0.030 
𝜎!! 0.045 0.003 0.052 0.119 
𝜎!! 0.009 0.012 -- -- 
𝜎!! 0.146 0.038 0.146 0.038 
𝜎!! 0.234 0.081 0.227 0.187 
ℎ! 0.145 0.340 0.128 0.160 

Additive (𝜎!!), permanent (𝜎!!), pen (𝜎!!), residual (𝜎!!), 
phenotypic (𝜎!!) variances and heritability (ℎ!) 

  
  
Correlation between BV predictions. According 

to our results, considering pen effect in the model impairs 
the correspondence between BV predictions from the two 
traits (Table 4). Thus, for instance, for all the animals with 
data the correlation across BV predictions when the model 
included pen effect was 0.20 while it was twofold (0.40) 
when this effect was not included. This implies 25% coin-
cidence in the top 20% animals across BV prediction rank-
ings for the first case and 36% for the second. Sire BVs 
were estimated with higher accuracy, and the correlation 
across rankings increased up to 0.50 when no pen effect 
was fitted. The correlation between BV predictions rank-
ings from the model without pen effect obtained within-
batch was variable. Some batches showed a higher propor-
tion of coincidences across rankings, reaching a correlation 
of 0.61, whereas some others had a very small value of this 
parameter. It was not possible to establish an association 
between those correlations with the average relatedness 
within and across pens in the different batches. Observed 
differences across batches would most likely be associated 
to differences in accuracy of BV predictions in the different 



batches. No previous studies have been performed in pigs in 
order to assess the value of pen/group records for genetic 
evaluation of FI. In beef cattle, Cooper et al. (2010) report-
ed a relatively high correlation (up to 0.69) between BV 
prediction for FI estimated from individual and group rec-
ords. They also observed that including correlated traits in 
the analysis could improve this correlation. In the case of 
studies about body weight of laying hens (Biscarini et al. 
(2008)), the correlation between BV predictions from 
pooled and individual records reached 0.75. It is important 
to note that heritability estimates in these studies were 
much higher than in ours: 0.4 for FI in beef cattle and 0.5-
0.6 for body weight in hens. In addition, group sizes were 
remarkably lower in both studies than in ours, and the larg-
er is the group size the lower is the expected correlation 
between rankings (Olson et al., (2006)). Further research is 
needed to evaluate multi-trait models, (e.g. combining PaFI 
with individual daily gain), and also to compare the ex-
pected response on FE (i.e. FCR) after selection for daily 
weight gain (i.e. the classical procedure for indirectly im-
proving FE) with the response on FE combining individual 
daily weight gain and PaFI. 

 
Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between breed-
ing values estimated from IFI and PaFI records. 

 Pen effect No Pen effect 
All Pedigree 0.20 0.40 

Anim. with data 0.20 0.40 
SIRES 0.39 0.47 
DAMS 0.23 0.39 

C-1 0.41 0.62 
C-2 0.25 0.45 
L 0.04 0.28 

IF-1 0.17 0.39 
IF-2 -0.10 0.04 
IF-3 0.32 0.48 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

The value of daily PaFI records for predicting BV 
for daily IFI using the proposed single-trait models is lim-
ited, at least in the studied population. In addition, our re-
sults indicate that pen effects cannot be jointly estimated 
with the permanent effects. It has not been possible to find 
out the role of familiar relationships within and across pens 
in the correspondence between BV prediction rankings 
obtained from IFI and PaFI records, most likely because of 
the low accuracies associated to BV predictions.  
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